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Abstract 

This paper presents a design and realization of 1080i Full-HD telepresence system by 

using commercialized mobile device and smart device. The existing telepresence system could 

establish Full-HD video for efficient transmission with exclusive H/W en-and de-coder and 

high-priced device. However, this technology realizes transmitter by using a camera of 

commonly-used smart phone for encoding Full-HD video, without expensive camera. Then, it 

realizes the video with decoder for Full-HD video by using low-price Android STB in order to 

output the video on large-sized screen. In addition, this technology puts various devices 

having totally different functions each other into one video call system by defining API 

(Application Program Interface) for video call, in a bid to secure efficient control structure 

from the combination between totally-different type of device. This paper describes general 

call processing system for video call, the way how to make it interwork through smart device 

and the way how to make it apply and realize on smart device. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, a tele-presence system [1] has been established by further expanding the 

video communication service using with a set top box which utilizes mobile phones and 

proposes to show a method in realizing a system that is expanded to emphasize user 

experience by using the connectivity mechanism proposed in the previous paper [2].  

Telepresence systems, which have been steadily developing during the past ten years, are 

video conference call solutions that can recognize the calling party’s facial expressions and 

body movements. Currently, due to the rapid wide use of smart mobile devices and users 

roaming around, recent development trends put functions that can be easily applied to 

businesses and daily lives [3]. 

The telepresence system market has been mainly established by traditional major 

companies such as Polycom [7], Cisco [8] and LifeSize [9], and recently, other companies 

including Radvision [10], Teliris [11], Huawei [12] and Vidyo [13] have started building a 

new telepresence market with their unique advantageous features. Radvision has the 

advantage of providing a full solution comparable to that of other leading companies at a 

relatively low price. Teliris is an equipment and management services provider capable of 
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managing competitor’s solutions within the same environment. Huawei has built various 

video end point and infra solution product lines. Vidyo has adopted a unique routing 

architecture to drastically reduce per port video conference call distribution costs and has the 

advantage of maximizing the quality of services according to network environments by 

uniquely utilizing H.264 SVC [15]. 

However, conference room based high-end telepresence solutions require investments up 

to several hundred thousand dollars, and since the system must be installed at two or more 

locations, impose a financial burden to a company. Although more companies are 

ambiguously defining video conference calls and telepresences on purpose to provide 

customers with HD video conference call solutions, the large capital expenditure needed to 

newly build telepresence systems have been an obstacle. Also, since most companies are not 

equipped with networks to support telepresences, additional costs to set up the network are 

considered obstacles, and since existing conventional telepresence equipment’s 

interoperability is at a limited state, this fact also acts as an obstacle to the growth of the 

telepresence market [16]. 

Because of the high cost of the telepresence systems, recent trends are to introduce 

relatively inexpensive video conference systems to conference rooms, thereby replacing 

existing high cost telepresence systems [4]. 

Although there are recent clear movements from Skype, the industry leading video 

conference call system provider, to replace the current conference room-based telepresence 

market, due to expensive camera device equipments, which are the basis for providing HD 

level image services for telepresence systems, and complicated installation methods, 

Skype’s system is not extensively in use in the conference room-based telepresence markets. 

In spite of the active linkage between telepresence products and the video conference call 

product lines, its resolution is somewhat inferior to that of existing telepresence systems.  

Therefore, this paper proposes a solution to the telepresence system cost barrier which was 

to use high-end built-in encoder/decoder cameras and resolution wise, proposes a method to 

provide telepresence level full HD service to PCs, smart phones and televisions.  

 We have replaced high-end cameras with user pre-owned smart phones that 

function as HD level encoder cameras, and proposed and developed a method of 

using the smart phone’s hardware codec.  

 By using its connectivity features, we have built a system where video calls are 

possible through existing Legacy TV by using the Android set top box which is 

available throughout the market, and propose its methods.  

 In order to provide a seamless conference based service environment, the existing 

connectivity features have been extended, and while roaming, when the user 

makes a call from his/her mobile device, the screen is shared with the users in the 

conference room. Thus, the expansion method where mobile video conference 

calls are extended to the conference room-based telepresence is presented.    

The paper will be organized as followers: First, the design on connectivity will be 

proposed. Then, the concept of extended connectivity where the mobile device is accessed 

and the screen base is transmitted to the telepresence system to provide a seamless 

conference based system environment [5], will be proposed. Thereafter, by actually using 

this, the method of building a telepresence system through a smart device will be proposed. 
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2. Video Connectivity Design and Implementation 

Connectivity is a new protocol developed to overcome the limitations of conventional set 

top boxes when providing high resolution video calls via IPTV. Conventional IPTV set top 

boxes have been developed mainly for viewing VOD or other broadcasts, and are thought to 

provide an infinite number of channels where anyone can set up individual broadcasting 

stations [17]. 

However, most IPTV platform manufactures put priority on network investments where 

downloading is the focal point, and, therefore, for anyone to set up an individual broadcasting 

station, commercialization of IPTV STB took place partially to well decode Full-HD level 

video. Therefore, without changing all the STBs of users, it is impossible now to transit into 

interactive two-way TV channels, which is considered the basic TV application in recent 

Google TV and Apple TV. 

At first, we found a method to implement full-duplex video communications in the IPTV 

platform without exchanging existing IPTV STBs. IPTV STBs were constructed based on the 

following limitations: 

 IPTV STBs have very limited memory, and it is difficult to load large-scale 

library such as SIP.  

 In order to save costs, IPTV STBs are comprised mainly of sigma chipsets, such 

as Broadcomm, which is optimized for decoders without an encoder.  

 It is difficult to develop a device driver for connecting general USB cameras for 

IPTV STBs, and the driver cannot be applied to general purpose USB cameras 

 

 

Figure 1-1. Terminal for video call  Figure 1-2. Terminal for Connectivity 
 

Due to this environment, the method for providing full-duplex video communications via 

IPTV can only be implemented in standalone type systems which independently process 

image processing terminals to the camera, H.264 encoder[6], network, SIP[18], etc.. As 

illustrated in Figure 1-1, one of these methods was developed by DMT [14] of Korea in the 

form of a completely hardware independent device where the system is built with no set top 

service and video conference call service, and where the image/voice signal of the set top box 

is entered into an independent device and then sent to the TV by mixing the image with the 

conference call within the hardware. http://www.dmtsat.com/product/MoIP_DMV1000.htm 

This method, however, simply plays the role of relaying physical audio/video signals, and 

though it is capable of making video conference calls, it cannot provide services connected to 

TV services.  
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Therefore, it was inevitable to find a basic method that provides video conference call 

services in connection with the TV menus, and, as described in Figure 1-2, a service model 

form combined with IPTV was developed.  

 A 200 megapixels camera with a built-in H.264 encoder is required, and it must 

be able to process SIP signals. 

 SIP and RTP/RTSP for transmitting images should be processed by using the 

STB’s network rather than the network of the video conference call terminal.   

 It should be possible to issue commands to the video conference call terminal by 

using the STB’s menus. 

 Call API is provided to the set top box to provide seamless services.   

 

Through these concepts, as illustrated in Figure 2, Call APIs have been developed for the 

set top box, and it became possible by using the APIs to establish a video conference call with 

the terminal through changing the software at the set top box as an independent device even 

when the concept of image processing is not known. 
 

 

Figure 2. Connectivity Basic API  
 

A video conference call module was provided through USB over Ethernet by providing 

minimum library to the STB a described above, and the logical connection between the STB 

and the module could be made through TCP/IP. This method of providing a module, however, 

also included problems for actual commercialization due to the cost of introducing physical 

modules, and so the researchers extended the characteristics of Connectivity by using a smart 

phone which has the characteristics of the module, especially H/W H.264 codec, a camera 

and a microphone, and provided the function in connection with the STB by using smart 

phones of most of the kinds.  

However, the results of the prior study were limited to the method of providing the service 

through IP TV service providers and included difficult aspects in actually commercializing 
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the method. This paper describes a method in which the characteristics of Connectivity is 

extended so that common subscribers of networks as well as IP TV service providers can 

construct Tele-presence environments, and the method of using the system by installing an 

app without configuring the system by the user, and also the method implemented for 

providing a Connectivity environment seamlessly as needed after accessing the mobile 

terminal in order to maximize the mobility of the system which is the most salient features of 

mobile system.  

 

3. System Architecture and Implementation 

The system structure of Tele-Presence is generally comprised of a decoder for displaying 

the screen and an encoder for transmitting the screen and, in this paper, a portable Android 

device is used as a decoder and an iPhone or an Android smart phone as an encoder for 

implementing the system according to the paper. Figure 3 illustrates basic construction of the 

Tele-Presence system according to this paper.  
 

  

Figure 3. Connectivity Tele-Presence Architecture 
 

3.1. Decoder Android Device  

For a decoder android device of the paper, MK802 II manufactured by Riko Magic was 

used and the corresponding decoder android device was connected to a TV through a HDMI 

port so that communication with an AP was performed through built-in WIFI module, and an 

app has been developed for performing Connectivity. The app runs at a service mode, and 

when the phone is called while the user is watching a video, working on a document or 

playing games, the phone wakes from the service mode and runs the program through the Call 

API s provided.  

The decoder android device performs the task of decoding the video and audio transmitted 

from other party in real time by using OMX Interface [19] provided by Android.  

Also, basic Primitives are provided so that the mobile encoder device in the same AP can 

be connected by broadcasting multicast messages on a regular basis for establishing seamless 

connection of Connectivity. Through the multicast message broadcast periodically, the mobile 

encoder device in the same AP automatically establishes connection with the decoder 

Android device.  
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Figure 4. Ongoing Video Communication 

 

3.2. Mobile Encoder Device 

The mobile encoder device performs the role of camera as illustrated in Figure 4, provides 

the environment of Preview of its own screen, SIP and WIFI, and the portion displayed in UI 

only shows whether the connection with the decoder Android device has been made. When 

the user brings his or her terminal to home, the app of the terminal automatically tries, in 

service mode, to connect to the decoder Android device which had been previously 

maintained connection and, when the connection has been made, the decoder Android device 

can provide the screen of other party through TV. If connection is not made between the 

decoder Android device and the mobile encoder device, the mobile encoder device only 

performs the role of a simple mobile device.  

 

3.3. Mobile Device 

Mobile Device performs its function at the same level of the mobile encoder device while 

the function is performed when connection with the decoder Android device is not made, and 

the difference with the mobile encoder device is that encoding and decoding are 

simultaneously performed in the terminal. If all the functions encoder and decoder have are 

ensured, the terminal performs its function in small screen.  

 

3.4. Changing Tele-Presence from Mobile-Presence  

When call is first received by the mobile device, the video conference call screen of other 

calling party can be shown on the TV through the connection with the decoder Android 

device, which is carried out by the following procedures.  

1) The mobile device performs signal processing in WIFI or mobile environment, and the 

mobile device is in the state of continuing call with other party, and 2) the mobile device 

receives transmitted multicast message through decoder Android device on a regular basis in 

WIFI environment (when accesses WIFI while in the mobile environment, the existing 

connection with the network is maintained while accessing WIFI). 3) Received multicast 

message includes the address and port value available for the user to connect, and the mobile 

device implicitly tries to connect with the decoder Android device. When connection is made, 

the Tele-Presence button on the decoding screen of the mobile device become activated. 4) 

When the user pushes a corresponding button, the mobile device transmits Re-Invite signal to 

the other party with the address and port value which the decoder Android device has and 

which is available for decoding. 5) The moment Re-Invite signal is received, the sending port 

of other party is changed to decoder Android device, and 6) the other party transmits media to 

the corresponding address.  7) As soon as 200 OK is received on the Re-Invite signal, the 

decoder Android device changes to Tele-Presence mode and performs the function of a 
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decoder, and 8) the mobile device changes to a mobile encoder device and performs Preview 

mode. Figure 5 illustrates performing of this operation.  
 

  

Figure 5. Mobile to Tele-Presence 
 

5. Conclusion 

In this theses, the implementation of Tele-Presence system for common retail market using 

Connectivity has been described. For this purpose, conventional high cost Tele-Presence 

system can be supplied at low price and, through the system of the paper, general customers 

will be able to construct conference room-based video conference call system by using a 

generally used Android player device and Android beam projector that can be used in video 

view or business share without having to purchasing high-priced Tele-Presence apparatus 

with no function of utilizing. Also, other than conventional Tele-Presence system which 

provides service in fixed form, the method proposed by the paper provides a scheme for On 

Going Video Sharing so that mobility is sufficiently ensured and the environment connected 

in the mobile environment can be moved to a conference room-based Tele-Presence system. 

By introducing the proposed system, it is expected to generalize various conference room-

based Tele-Presence systems. The researchers will continue the research by introducing 

MCU-based multichannel Tele-Presence system in the future for the environment in which 

variety of Tele-Presence systems can be constructed. 
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